Mosby's Paramedic Textbook outline notes
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″	❑	7	Chapter 7
	″	❑	I	Cellular Physiology
	•	❑	1	Osmosis is the flow of fluid across a semipermiable membrane
	•	❑	2	Partial Pressure is the driving force for osmotic pressure of dissolved gases
	″	❑	3	Non-gas particle osmotic pressure depends on:
	•	❑	A	Number & molecular weight of solute on each side of the cell membrane; and,
	•	❑	B	the membrane's permeability to them
	•	❑	4	Diffusion is the tendency of solutes to move from areas of high solute concentration to low, balancing the solute concentration
	•	❑	5	Some molecules cannot cross cell membranes by diffusion, they must be brought in by mediated transport: two types—active, moving regardless of solute concentration gradient, subject to availability of ATP and binding sites; facilitated diffusion, moving with concentration gradient, dependent on binding/transport site availability
	•	❑	6	Arteries give way to smaller arterioles, which either form meta-arterioles or capillary beds. Meta-arterioles create thoroughfare channels to meta-venules, bypassing capillary beds. In some tissues, capillary beds have cuffs of smooth muscle called sphincters. Those on the arteriole side are precapillary sphincters, on the venule side postcapillary sphincters.
	•	❑	7	Blood in capillaries provides the nutritional flow; outside the non-nutritional or shunt flow
	•	❑	8	Nutrients diffuse across the capillary walls into the interstitial fluid. The pressure of blood proteins too large to diffuse across capillary cells provides the oncotic (or blood colloid osmotic) pressure.
	•	❑	9	Starling Hypothesis: Net Filtration = forces favoring filtration - forces opposing
	•	❑	10	Increased permeability of capillaries may allow blood colloids to escape into interstitial space, causing water to follow (edema)
	″	❑	11	Edema is the net increase in interstitial fluid as a result of changes in:
	•	❑	A	capillary hydrostatic pressure
	•	❑	B	oncotic pressure
	•	❑	C	capillary permeability
	•	❑	D	open lymphatic channels
	•	❑	12	Edema most often occurs when there is increased hydrostatic pressure (venous obstruction, H2O or Na+ retention) , decreased plasma oncotic pressure (decrease in albumin), increased capillary permeability (trauma, allergy, burns), and lymphatic obstruction (infection, malignant conditions, parasites)
	•	❑	13	Edematous tissue when pressed may leave an indent (box 7-2 has characteristics, p. 159)
	•	❑	14	Increased osmotic pressure in the plasma triggers release of ADH, conserving H2O.
	•	❑	15	Aldosterone increases the retention/reabsorption of Na+ and the secretion of K+ in the distal tubules
	•	❑	16	kidneys secrete renin in response to low volume or disruption of H2O/Na+ balance. This in triggers angiotensinogen to convert angiotensin I and the later conversion of angiotensin II, also triggers secretion of ADH and aldosterone, resulting in a net retention of H2O and Na+ from the kidneys
	•	❑	17	Disrupted balance of electrolytes vs. H2O == bad. Too little Na+ == muscle cramps, sz, rapid & thready pulse, diaphoresis, cyanosis. Treat with NaCl or LR bolus. Too much Na+ == dry mucous membranes, flushed skin, intense thirst, anuria (no pee), increased CBT, altered mental status. Treat with NaCl or LR bolus.
	•	❑	18	Too little K+ == malaise, weakness, cardiac dysrythmias, weak pulse, distant heart tones, anorexia, N/V/D, low B/P. Treat by transport (K+ infusions not paramedic skill). Too much K+ == cardiac problems, irritation, n/v/d, low urine output. Treat with Ca++ or Sodium Bicarb.
	•	❑	19	Too little Ca++ == numbness/tingling, tetany, cramps, abnormal behavior, convulsions, heart failure. treat with IV Ca++. Too much Ca++ == decreased muscle tone, renal stones, altered mental status/sz/coma, deep bone pain, cardiac problems. Treat with lasix and NaCl.
	•	❑	20	Too little Mg++ == tremors, n/v/d, hyperactive deep reflexes, confusion/hallucinations, sz or muscle spasms, cardiac problems. Treat with Mag Sulfate. Too much Mg++ == sedation, confusion, weakness, paralysis. Treat with Ca++.
	•	❑	21	Acid/Base balance ... Carbonic acid (via bicarb) binds free H+ (bicarb plus hydrogen == carbonic acid, H2CO3) which disassociated in the pulmonary capillaries into H2O and CO2, CO2 gets blown off by exhalation, H2O then free to be part of the body water, or get exhaled for temp control, or urinated out. Proteins also buffer H+.
	•	❑	22	Respiratory acidosis occurs when the body retains CO2 for whatever reason, because it cannot breathe it out as fast as it is created. Kidneys then conserve bicarb and release H+ to bind with CO2 and O2 to reduce the CO2 in circulation, but this takes time. Best treatment is effective ventilatory support with supplemental O2
	•	❑	23	Metabolic acidosis caused by either a build up of acids from metabolic processes or a loss of bicarb availability (due to renal damage or simply the available bicarb being used up). Body corrects this by hyperventilating, and (if possible) increasing the H+ and uric acid concentration of urine. Treatment usually is to reverse the cause; lactic acidosis is caused by anaerobic metabolism; treatment is to provide O2 (perfusion) to those tissues. Sodium bicarb via IV can also help. DKA is caused by lipid and protein breakdown due to insulin insufficiency; treatment is NaCl IV for fluids and transport. Renal failure prevents acids from being excreted, no specific treatment listed (probably transport). Toxic acidosis is acidosis caused by toxic ingestion (methyl alcohol, et al.). Treatment usually involved specific anti-toxin if available, transport, probably also isotonic fluid IV. 
	•	❑	24	Respiratory Alkalosis caused by too-rapid breathing, usually. Treatment is to control rate of breathing, by BVM if necessary. Metabolic alkalosis is rare, usually caused by ingestion of sodium bicarb in diet or excessive Tums or other antacid ingestion. Also a side effect of chronic diuretic use. Body tries to reverse by slowing respers, which leads to hypoxemia, which drives the resper rate up. Treatment usu. aimed at treating root cause; IV isotonic fluids.
	•	❑	25	Acid-base balance shifts between causes and effects, can start as one, become another, back and forth; also can have one or other condition caused by two different mechanisms (in cardiac arrest, for example; body is acidotic both due to anerobic metabolic activity and lack of CO2 exhalation resulting in respiratory and metabolic acidosis).
	″	❑	II	Cellular Injury & Disease
	•	❑	1	Five types of cellular adaptation: atrophy (cell size decrease); hypertrophy (cell size increase); hyperplasia (cell numbers increase); metaplasia (cell changes to something abnormal for that cell type); dysplasia (abnormal changes in mature cells)
	•	❑	2	Metaplasia: think lung epithelial cell changes due to smoking or toxic inhalation: new cells grow without ciliated parts, which is abnormal for lung tissue epithelium. Dysplasia usu. seen as precancerous.
	•	❑	3	Cells injured by many processes: hypoxia; chemical (lead, CO, ethanol, drugs, etc); infection (bacteria, virus); Immunilogical/inflammatory (e.g., activity of phagocytes on cells in the area surrounding inflammation); genetics (inherited, e.g. sickle cell anemic; or, spontaneous mutation, e.g. Down's syndrome); nutritional imbalances; physical harm (temperature, radiation, etc.)
	•	❑	4	Injury manifests in cells as swelling (cells may be unable to rid themselves of incoming ions, proteins, fats, or water) or fatty change (usu. occurs in fatty cells, such as liver cells, but can impact all cells when they are unable to rid themselves of lipids which easily cross cell membrane)
	•	❑	5	Minor cell injury a daily (maybe minute-by-minute) occurrence, but can lead to systemic complications (fever, heart rhythm disturbances, others).
	•	❑	6	Necrosis is the death of cells due to injury or disease
	•	❑	7	Hypoperfusion (aka Shock) caused by many conditions. Body has many compensatory mechanisms to deal with it
	•	❑	8	Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome is the progressive failure of two or more organ systems; often the end point of sustained shock
	•	❑	9	Lack of perfusion to cells means it must be in anaerobic metabolism, which produces lactic acid and acidosis, which stimulates vasodilation, which (if uncorrected) leads to third-spacing of fluids, which leads to electrolyte diffusion, which leads to irreversible damage
	•	❑	10	Body defenses against cell injury: Inflammatory (to attempt to seal off the injured cell and, if necessary, destroy it); immune (occurs primarily with cells damaged due to infection)
	•	❑	11	Allergy, autoimmunity, and isoimmunity are variant ways to handle injury; allergy is an over-blown reaction to an antigen; autoimmunity is when the body's immune system attacks its own cells; isoimmunity is when they attack beneficial cells and tissues (such as replacement blood or transplanted organs)
	•	❑	12	People can be deficient in immunity and inflammation components; nutrition, medical treatment (iatrogenic), trauma, stress, AIDS are all acquired; congenital deficiencies are another way
	•	❑	13	stress reduces the bodies ability to resist cell injury (after a time) by reducing the amount of nutrients and by making changes (adaptive phase) to the body to cope with chronic stress.
	•	❑	14	Congenital problems may also include diseases acquired by heredity. 
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